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ALERT

DESTRUCTION & DISPAIR

Read this carefully

A young woman baring the
family name “Rennoc” told The
Wire that just before the attack
she had been speaking to her son
over a local radio frequency. She
claims to have heard static
which at first seemed like
regular disruption, not
uncommon here in the North, but
this soon changed as a voice
stated one simple phrase.

Commander Trench of the Northern
Territories has been temporarily
suspended due to reports stating he is
under the control of blood power.
Reports place the Blood Witch known as
Ruby or the ‘Lady of Dread’ as the
source of the Commanders misfortune
and her power has seemed to have left
him in a very aggressive state.
The seriousness of this only being
magnified with official reports
stating that the Northern Corporal,
Deputy has not returned to active
duty, leaving Grunt Mt.N Dew as acting
Commander.
A code Omega-White has been issued
within a 100 mile radius of the
Resistance Headquarters.
Acting Commander, Mt.N Dew has offered
advice to both the Resistance and the
civilians of the North.
“Hide. If he finds you, run. Try a zigzag pattern...that might work.”
Further information will be provided
as it is acquired but the Nigra
Inquisitor, Morgan has assured the Wire
that these measures are only
cautionary as tactical forces will
contain the situation and release the
North from any further concearn.

An entire settlement has been
erased and the ONLY witness was
over a hundred miles away,

“Targets acquired, initiating
protocols”
This is the last Ms. Rennoc heard
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from her son, or anyone else
within her home settlement.
Military are on site to assist in
the location of survivors but the
devastation left behind has left
everyone with little hope in
uncovering living bodies.
We have to ask; what could have
done this?
We can only hope that the
Military will be able to provide
answers, or justice for the
families who have lost loved ones.

BLOOD WATCH REMINDER
”I swear! It was the
Corporal! She was
wander’n ‘round say’n
how she needed to do
her job. She was
covered in blood!”
- Scared Civilian

Dread Templar
There has always been speculation about the
Templars. Questions about how they came
together and where they came from but no
one expected the truth to be so dark.

We questioned, Acting Commander
Mt.N Dew about the Military’s stance on
Templar’s relationship with Ruby.
“Provided that Templar doesn’t interfere
with us ending the threat that is “Ruby”
than we don’t care.
This doesn’t mean that we will not be
cautious of the Templars as a whole.”
This is a relief for sure. Our Northern
Factions appear as though they will not
be holding back.
We can only hope that when it is all over
the Templars will be on their way.
Written By: Hazard (Runner)

The Lady of Dread is really, Templar’s Wife
and the Mother of his child…
This caught our interest.
Most know that the Templars were once
Blood Users but few understand that the
one Blood User we have been fearing,
learned her craft alongside her husband,
Templar himself.
What is he capable of? What happens if he
falls from grace? Will he rejoin his Lady
Wife?
We have faith that the Northern Forces can
handle this threat as their recent victory of
the Lady of Dread herself has instilled a
great deal of Faith in our Recruits but we
have to wonder about the Northern
Faction’s alliance with these Renegades.
It was understandable for Commander
Trench to give authority and jurisdiction to
the Templars last year based on their
experience and ‘no nonsense’ approach to
Blood Power but in light of this new
information, will it remain the same?

Everyone has been waiting, holding their breath and
wondering…Is that it? Is THAT the best you’ve got, Jester?
As hundreds of terrorized civilians left the ranks of the UC
(Underground Carousel), Jester was nowhere to be found.
This is what initial reports had to say:
A small contingent of
recruits infiltrated an
Underground Carousel
"Game" using
admirable tactics.
Splitting into groups,
one was captured and
forced into the arena
to fight while the other
disguised themselves
as spectators. The
leader of the
Underground Carousel
announced the start of
the games and at
His signal, the Recruits detonated some explosives which freed the
captured recruits and the prisoners being forced to compete in
the arena.

We are all proud to acknowledge the level of expertise these
Recruits showed on such a complicated mission and look
forward to hearing their stories of Jester being smashed
into the dirt.

News of the world

A name has found its way to the
wall and we are humbled.
There are no guarantees in the
world of today except one. As long
as we are living we, the Resistance
will fight for a better tomorrow.
We are honoured to have had the
well-known Survivalist, Mason
Dixon among us. Although only a
Recruit he fought like a madman
and never left the field without a
victory.
His death was tragic. Witnesses say
that it was an undead that broke
through the lines that got him. A
massive soggy corpse that
pulverized the Recruit until
there was nothing left.
With nothing left to recover we
could do nothing but say good
bye.
And so his watch is ended...

“the Council has taken a keen
interest in the Reports being
sent in by Technical
Inquisitor, Morgan.
We anticipate a full
investigation of the Northern
efforts in the coming winter.”
- Magistrate Archaic

Logistics Runner Chocula says strange patterns
are merging along the Northern Americas, rad
levels in the dead zones are dropping as the
pattern seems to be drawing strength from
the West and continues to build strength as it
circles and holds position North of the
Southern Colonies.
Expect cloudy skies and death in the forecast
for anyone travelling North this time of year.

